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Setting the scene
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• Abolition of tuition fees in 1973. “Free” higher education 
ALP ideology until late 1980s. 

• 1980s marked by slowing economy and poor budgetary 
position. Labor embarked on significant macro and micro 
policy reforms.

• Low HE participation rates, changing skills needs, high 
unmet demand for year 12 completors – pressure for HE 
expansion.

• Fiscal constraints. Reluctance to increase public
spending on HE. 

• 1987 John Dawkins became Minister for newly created 
Dept of Education, Employment and Training



Defining the challenges
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Sept 1987. Challenge for Higher Education in Australia:
– Shortcomings of the system
– Rationale for reform

Dec 1987. Green Paper reiterated challenges and goals:
– 88,000 graduates in 1986 with goal of 125,000 pa by 

2001. Funding increase by 30-40%.
– Concluded by announcing new committee to: 

‘consider sources of funding involving the direct 
beneficiaries of higher education’



Wran Report
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• Set out arguments for user pays:
– University students come from middle/upper class families
– Graduates have higher employment rates and lifetime 

earnings than those not attending university.
• Options for funding : 

– voucher schemes, fee schemes with and without eligibility 
exemptions, fee schemes with commercial or government-
financed loans, graduate taxes and an ICL.

• Options assessed on impact on:
– Student demand.
– Equity. 
– Size and timing of revenue, administrative simplicity and 

costs.



Wran Report
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• ICL was selected as best option:
‘The [ICL] is the only scheme that collects contributions from users 
and beneficiaries without compromising the Government’s growth 
and equity objectives for higher education’ (Wran 1988)

• Scheme parameters recommended:
– Loan amount of $1800
– Initial repayment threshold of $21,500 
– 2% repayment rate

• Discount to encourage voluntary upfront payments.
• Collections through the Australian Tax Office
• Higher Education Contribution Scheme (HECS)



Path to legislation
• Government selling points:

– Current policy ‘middle-class welfare’
– Proposed scheme was ‘fair’ because of threshold.
– Language used critical in winning support

• But untested with no international precedent. 
• Turning point ALP National Conference June 

1988. Platform changed from ‘free tertiary 
education’ to free at point of entry.

• Bill passed in Parliament in Dec 1988.
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Legitimacy and change
• 1996 Liberal government (Howard)

– retained HECS
– Threshold lowered to $10k less than average earnings
– Differential charges  - 3 bands

• 2005 reforms. 
– HELP
– Expansion to full-fee domestic students (FEE-HELP)

• 2012 demand driven system
– Caps on subsidised places lifted.
– Large growth in numbers and increases in HELP debt
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Ongoing Pressures and challenges
• Costs

– Doubtful debt; Interest subsidies
– Expected cost for new cohort is 18% of loaned 

amount of $6.5b per annum. Total outstanding HELP 
$55 billion at June 2017

• Pressure to reduce costs, improve system
– Lower thresholds, real interest rate, size of HECS 

charges vs direct subsidies,  number of places
• Challenge to make providers accountable for 

fees charged – ‘skin in the game’
– Universities don’t bear risk of non-repayment.
– Loan scheme dulls price signal. 
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A Cautionary Tale
• VET FEE-HELP 2009 extended in 2012.
• Low barriers to entry, low earnings compared with 

higher education graduates.
• Limited regulatory powers prior to 2016. 
• Price gouging and predatory lending. Some 

providers promoted the courses as free because 
of no upfront costs. 

• Very high non-completion rates and unpaid debt. 
• Scheme shut down in 2017. Replaced with VET 

student loan scheme with tight lending restrictions 
and regulation, and capped loan amounts. 
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Has HECS been a success?
• 2016 domestic student numbers double 1987 level.
• Working age with degrees 8% in 1988 ; 31% in 2018.
• Strong participation by lower socioeconomic groups. 

Summary
• Economic argument for expansion
• Strong political will and authority for change.
• Compelling argument for student contribution 

grounded in fairness.
• Efficient design and administratively simple collection
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